
M12 CONNECTORS FOR INDUSTRIAL ETHERNET 

The industrial connectors M12 Murrelektronik with degree of protection IP67 are ideal for use in
Ethernet applications. The M12 connector with coding X supports data rates up to 10 Gbit, while
the encoding Y transfers both data and power. 
The high-speed vision systems are an example of how to generate increasing amounts of data in
industrial Ethernet applications. This requires transfer rate increasing and the demand for
standardized communication structures is becoming increasingly common. 
The cables M12-encoded X Murrelektronik are the right solution for error-free data transfers and
high speed, up to 10 gigabits per second. A cross-shaped metal X inside the connector securely
separates the four pairs of data from each other. All cables are also shielded from external
interference. 
Combining RJ45 connectors with M12 connections with coding X on the machine can establish a
constant communication with high volume of data. 
Murrelektronik provides the coded connectors X PUR cables with high resistance - ideal for
industrial applications. 

Features: 
M12 X encoding (IEC 61076-2-109) 
transfer rate of 10 Gbit / s according to the Cat. 6A (ISO / IEC 11801) 
360 ° shielding 
welded shield between the cable and connector 
degree of protection up to IP65 / 67 for industrial environments. 

Hybrid cables - Parallel data transfer and power 
The cables M12-coded Y Murrelektronik able to transfer data and power in one connector. The
coding Y separates the four metal contacts for the transfer of power from the four signal contacts.
This makes it possible to transfer up to 100 Mbit / s of data while maintaining an availability of
power of 2 x 6 A. 
The cables M12 Y-encoded simplify installations and reduce costs. Connectors with coding Y, in
conjunction with PUR cable chain cable holder are ideal for applications in mobile installations. 



Features: 
power transfer up to 2 x 6 A 
transfer speed according Cat. 5e (ISO / IEC 11801, Class D) 
360 ° shielding 
welded shield between the cable and connector 
degree of protection up to IP65 / 67 for industrial environments


